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Abstract. Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy has been applied to detect tissue absorption and scattering properties
associated with dysplasia, which is a potential precursor of epithelial cancers. The ability of DRS techniques to
detect dysplasia could be improved by enhancing the detection of optical properties of the thin epithelial layer
where dysplasia occurs. We propose a beveled fiber bundle probe consisting of a source fiber and multiple detec-
tion fibers parallel to each other and oriented obliquely to the tissue surface and investigate the sensitivity of reflec-
tance measured with the probe to optical properties of a two-layered normal oral mucosa model. A scalable Monte
Carlo method is employed to speed up analyzing spatially resolved reflectance spectra. Results reveal that the
oblique probe is more sensitive to epithelial scattering and less sensitive to both stromal absorption and scattering
than conventional perpendicular fiber configuration. The clinical relevance of the enhanced sensitivity to epithelial
scattering by the proposed probe is demonstrated by quantifying optical properties of the two-layered tissue model
from simulated data. The average error of extracted epithelial scattering coefficient is 1.5% and 32% using the
oblique and perpendicular probe, respectively. The errors in other optical properties are all below 10% using
the oblique probe. © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.17.10.107003]
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1 Introduction
Intraepithelial neoplasia or dysplasia is a precursor of many can-
cers. Due to the potential of dysplastic lesions to progress into
lethal invasive carcinoma, these lesions need to be treated or
followed up depending on the level of abnormality and, if
any, known factors predictive of progression. Diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy (DRS) and fluorescence spectroscopy have been
applied to obtain dysplasia-associated tissue optical properties
of tissue in vivo.1–9 The abilities of optical spectroscopy techni-
ques to obtain quantitative and diagnostically relevant informa-
tion about tissue are highly desirable to meet the clinical need of
noninvasively detecting visually nonapparent dysplastic lesions.

DRS can be used to estimate tissue scattering and absorption
properties. The changes in tissue optical properties associated
with the progression of dysplasia have been found to be
layer dependent including an increase of scattering in the epithe-
lium, a decrease of scattering in the stroma and an increase of
absorption in the stroma. The epithelial layer consists of one
or multiple layers of epithelial cells that have little absorption
of visible light. The major histopathologic characteristics of
dysplasia including enlarged, irregularly shaped and hyperchro-
matic epithelial cell nuclei and an increased nuclear-to-cytoplas-
mic ratio are expected to increase scattering in the epithelial
layer.10–12 Absorption in the epithelium is at least an order of
magnitude lower than scattering and has not been reported to

change during precancerous development. The stroma underly-
ing the epithelial layer mainly consists of structural proteins and
blood vessels. It is well accepted that the higher absorption
found in dysplastic tissue is caused by increased hemoglobin
absorption due to angiogenesis, which occurs during precancer-
ous transformation.2,3,5,6 The origin of the lower scattering in the
stroma of dysplastic tissue has been attributed to a breakdown of
the collagen fiber network.2,13,14 Tissue fluorescence properties
that are associated with dysplasia include increased fluorescence
from NADH in the epithelial layer due to elevated metabolism
and decreased stromal fluorescence due to remodeling of the
collagen fiber network.15,16

The majority of existing quantitative optical spectroscopy
techniques applied to detecting dysplasia has approximated
the tissue as a homogeneous medium based on the assumption
that the effect of a thin and transparent epithelial layer on the
measured reflectance and fluorescence signals is negligible.2–8

For stratified squamous epithelia, such as those lining the
mucosa of the uterine cervix, oral cavity, and esophagus, the
effect of epithelial scattering may need to be considered because
epithelial layers in these organs are typically 200 to 500 μm
thick17 while the probing depths of the optical spectroscopy
instruments used in the published studies are less than
1 mm.13,18–20 Therefore, a DRS-based technique that can quan-
tify the scattering coefficient and thickness of the epithelial layer
in addition to the absorption and scattering properties of the
stroma is promising to improve the detection of dysplasia in stra-
tified squamous epithelium. In addition, a more accurateAddress all correspondence to: Kung-Bin Sung, National Taiwan University,
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estimation of the tissue scattering and absorption properties and
epithelial thickness will improve the extraction of intrinsic tissue
fluorescence from fluorescence spectroscopic measurements,
thereby providing more diagnostic information.9,21,22

Quantification of tissue optical properties by DRS requires
establishing a model of photon propagation and finding the
set of optical properties that lead to the reflectance signals at
the tissue surface. Many two-layered models, whether analyti-
cal, numerical or empirical, have been proposed to describe the
relationship between tissue scattering and absorption properties
and tissue surface reflectance. However, literature on quantifi-
cation of the optical properties of a thin epithelial layer and
an underlying thick stroma from spatially and/or spectrally
resolved reflectance is very limited.23–26 Weber et al. reported
a two-step inverse method to extract diagnostically relevant tis-
sue parameters from DRS and fluorescence spectroscopy
measurements performed on cervical mucosa.9 In the first
step a one-layered diffusion theory model was used to fit the
reflectance spectra measured at multiple distances from the illu-
mination fiber, and the extracted absorption and reduced scatter-
ing coefficients were taken as the stromal optical properties.
Fluorescence spectra were then fitted to an analytical fluores-
cence model developed by Chang et al.27 to extract epithelial
scattering coefficient and fluorescence efficiencies of major
fluorophores. The errors of estimated epithelial parameters
were not reported for comparison with other methods. The
thickness of the epithelial layer needs to be known, and the accu-
racy of the estimated epithelial scattering coefficient is contin-
gent on the accuracy of the tissue fluorescence properties. Liu
and Ramanujam reported a two-step approach based on Monte
Carlo simulations to estimate the absorption and scattering coef-
ficients of two layers and the thickness of the epithelium from
simulated reflectance spectral data.23 In the first step, a one-
layered Monte Carlo model was used to estimate the epithelial
scattering and absorption coefficients from the reflectance spec-
trum obtained with a pair of obliquely oriented source and detec-
tion fibers whose optical axes were tilted as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The estimated epithelial absorption and scattering coefficients
were then used in a two-layered Monte Carlo model to extract
the remaining unknown parameters, including epithelial thick-
ness and stromal absorption and scattering coefficients. For an
epithelial thickness ranging from 200 to 500 μm, the ranges of
errors in estimated epithelial scattering coefficient and thickness
were −13% to −5% and −16% to 30%, respectively. Errors in
estimated stromal absorption and scattering coefficients were

−13% to −7% and −18% to −2%, respectively. The accuracy
of extracted epithelial optical properties is influenced by tissue
optical properties and has not been validated with typical ranges
of tissue optical properties. Wang et al. reported theoretical and
experimental evaluations of quantifying two-layered tissue opti-
cal properties from reflectance spectra measured with six detec-
tion fibers that are located at center-to-center distances between
0.25 mm and 2.25 mm to an illumination fiber.24 Reflectance
data generated with Monte Carlo simulations were used to
build a neural-network-based inverse method. They found
that the accuracy of estimated optical properties was signifi-
cantly improved by fitting the absorption and scattering coeffi-
cients obtained from the inverse method with known spectral
dependences of the absorption and scattering coefficients,
respectively. Theoretical evaluation under the conditions of a
known top-layer thickness and 5% uniform random noise
resulted in prediction errors in the range of 4% to 39% for
the four optical coefficients. Variance of the errors among multi-
ple tests, which is important to evaluate the performance of the
proposed method, was not provided. The errors of experimental
evaluations on tissue mimicking phantoms were in the range of
14% to 42% under four different phantoms conditions. The
major limitation of this approach is that the thickness of the
epithelium needs to be independently determined, for example,
with optical coherence tomography. Yudovsky and Pilon
reported accurate extraction of oxygen saturation, melanin con-
tent and epidermis thickness of skin from simulated reflectance
spectra based on a semi-empirical two-layered model.25

Yudovsky and Durkin applied spatially modulated imaging in
a theoretical study to quantify two-layered optical properties
in an epidermis/dermis tissue model.26 These two methods
are not generally applicable to the extraction of the scattering
coefficient of amelanotic epithelial tissue.

A major challenge of quantifying optical absorption and scat-
tering properties of two-layered tissue models is lack of unique
mapping between tissue optical properties and the reflectance
signals measured at the tissue surface.24,26,28,29 We have
addressed the issue by simultaneously fitting spatial and spectral
information of reflectance data with a two-layered scalable
Monte Carlo model.30 A 5% Gaussian white noise was added
to simulated reflectance spectra for nine detection fibers located
at center-to-center distances of 0.4 to 2 mm to an illumination
fiber. The errors of estimated epithelial thickness, epithelial scat-
tering coefficient, stromal absorption coefficient, and stromal
scattering coefficient were 3%, 6%, 7%, and 1%, respectively.

Fig. 1 Geometric arrangements of fiber-optic probe configurations consisted of (a) one source fiber and one detection fiber tilted toward each other,
(b) one source fiber and three detection fibers perpendicular to the tissue surface, (c) one source fiber and three detection fibers oriented obliquely to the
tissue surface and arranged along the x-axis, and (d) one source fiber and three detection fibers oriented obliquely to the tissue surface and arranged
along the y-axis.
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Although high accuracy was demonstrated in the previous study,
photon packets were launched perpendicularly to the tissue sur-
face, and all photons leaving the tissue surface within the contact
areas of the detection fibers were considered detected to improve
computational efficiency. Realistic optical fibers have a numer-
ical aperture (NA) typically no more than 0.6, and the reduction
in fiber NA is expected to increase the penetration depth of
detected photons and reduce the sensitivity to epithelial optical
properties.19

The most commonly used fiber-optic contact probe config-
uration, which was also used in our previous study30 consists of
one or multiple optical fibers perpendicular to the tissue surface.
A schematic illustration is shown in Fig. 1(b). Because scatter-
ing of light in the epithelium is predominantly in the forward
direction (i.e., with small deviation angles), most detected
photons in this probe configuration travel a much longer dis-
tance in the stroma than in the thin epithelium.20 The relatively
low sensitivity to epithelial scattering property makes accurate
estimation of epithelial scattering coefficient difficult. Various
fiber-optic probe designs have been proposed theoretically
and demonstrated experimentally to improve selective detection
of epithelial fluorescence or scattering properties. Using obli-
quely oriented illumination and/or detection fibers similar to
the configuration illustrated in Fig. 1(a) shifts the overlap
between illumination and collection cones to shallower tis-
sue31,32 and effectively reduces the penetration depth of reflected
photons.19,20 However, this probe geometry is not suitable to
make compact probes for in vivo endoscopic measurements
due to the potential problem of damaging the fibers with a
small bending radius.31 This issue is addressed by deflecting
the illumination and/or collection light paths with a half-ball
lens,20 a ball-lens,33 lensed fibers,34 or beveled fibers35 to
increase light-tissue interaction within shallower tissue without
bending the fibers. Although enhanced detection of reflectance
and fluorescence from shallower tissue layers has been experi-
mentally demonstrated with these probe configurations, the
volume of tissue that is interrogated by a probe depends on
the presumably unknown optical properties of the tissue
under investigation. Therefore, it is advantageous to incorporate
a two-layered tissue model suitable for the probe of choice to
facilitate the detection of diagnostically relevant and layer-
specific tissue optical properties.

Building on our previous success of establishing a technique
to quantify optical properties of two-layered tissue30 we seek to
continue developing our technique for noninvasive detection of
dysplasia. Specifically, the goal of the numerical investigation
described in this paper is to improve the sensitivity of the mea-
sured reflectance to scattering properties of a thin epithelial
layer. We propose to use a beveled fiber-optic bundle whose dis-
tal end surface is parallel and in contact with tissue surface as
illustrated in Fig. 1(c) and 1(d). The proposed probe geometry
facilitates fabrication of compact endoscope-compatible probes
without the need for precise alignment. Using obliquely oriented
fibers parallel to each other to enhance the interrogation of
superficial tissue has been suggested36,37 but no detailed inves-
tigation of its performance has been reported. In this study a
representative normal oral mucosa tissue model was used to
compare the sensitivity to epithelial scattering between the
proposed probe and fibers perpendicular to tissue surface
[Fig. 1(b)]. A definite proof of improved sensitivity to epithelial
optical properties by the proposed fiber configuration was pro-
vided by highly accurate quantification of the epithelial

thickness and scattering coefficient of a thin epithelial layer
in a two-layered tissue model with various optical properties.

2 Methods

2.1 Fiber-Optic Probe Geometry and Parameters

Figure 1(b) shows a conventional geometry for spatially
resolved spectroscopy in which one source fiber and multiple
detection fibers are parallel to each other and perpendicular
to the tissue surface. In the proposed fiber geometry all fibers
are rotated about the y-axis by an angle β and the end surfaces of
the fibers are polished parallel to the tissue surface and put in
contact with the tissue surface. Figure 1(c) and 1(d) shows obli-
quely oriented source and detection fibers arranged along the
x-axis and y-axis, respectively. All fibers have a diameter of
200 μm and a core refractive index of 1.61. Although only
three detection fibers are shown in the probe configurations illu-
strated in Fig. 1(c) and 1(d), the envisioned practical implemen-
tation of the proposed probe is accomplished with an imaging
fiber-optic bundle through which two-dimensional distribution
of reflectance spectra is acquired by hyperspectral imaging.30

With a much smaller core diameter (<16 μm), the closely
packed fibers in the imaging fiber bundle provide the flexibility
of varying the size and SDS of detection areas for optimum ana-
lysis of the spatially resolved reflectance spectra. Throughout
the text, numerical aperture (NA) of the fibers in the oblique
probe configuration is referred to the nominal NA of the
fiber bundle before polishing. A nominal NA of 0.6 was used
for all fibers to compare the sensitivity of the fibers. The source-
detector separation (SDS) of a detection fiber is defined as the
center-to-center distance between the source fiber and the detec-
tion fiber at the fiber/tissue interface. It is well accepted that
reflected photons measured at a shorter SDS go through a
shorter path length and reach a shallower penetration depth
in tissue. Therefore, to optimize the sensitivity to the optical
properties of the epithelial layer we chose three detection fibers
at the shortest possible SDS without overlap for each of the three
fiber configurations shown in Fig. 1(b)–1(d). For the perpendi-
cular fibers and oblique fibers arranged along the y-axis, SDS1,
SDS2, and SDS3 equal to 200, 400, and 600 μm, respectively. In
the case of oblique fibers arranged along the x-axis, the contact
areas between the fibers and the tissue are elliptical instead of
circular and SDS1, SDS2, and SDS3 correspond to 200∕ cosðβÞ,
400∕ cosðβÞ, and 600∕ cosðβÞ μm, respectively.

2.2 Tissue Optical Properties

To analyze the sensitivity of fiber optic probes we used a two-
layered tissue model representative of normal oral mucosa.22

The top layer was 300 μm thick to represent the epithelium,
and the bottom layer was assumed to be infinitely thick. The
thickness of stroma underlying the epithelium varies with ana-
tomical sites, but for the optical properties and probe geometry
concerned in this study the assumption of an infinitely thick
stroma is reasonable. Figure 2 shows wavelength-dependent
absorption coefficients μaðλÞ [Fig. 2(a)] and scattering coeffi-
cients μsðλÞ [Fig. 2(b)] of the two layers within a spectral
range of 400 to 800 nm. The absorption coefficient of the stroma
was assumed to only depend on total hemoglobin concentration,
CHb, oxygen saturation, StO2, and known molar extinction coef-
ficient spectra of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin.38

In the epithelium a low level of absorption was assumed to be
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caused by cellular chromophores, such as proteins and enzyme
cofactors and the absorption spectrum was assumed to be
known.22 The μaðλÞ of the epithelium used in the model is
approximately 417; 000 × λ−1.963 cm−1 where λ is wavelength
in nm. A proportional constant C was used to allow variability.
The scattering coefficients of both tissue layers were assumed to
have power-law dependence on wavelength

μsðλÞ ¼
Aλ−K

1 − g
: (1)

The meanings of parameters A and K can be understood
intuitively when the source of scattering in the tissue is assumed
to be discrete particles whose scattering is independent of each
other.39 The parameter A is a proportional constant correspond-
ing to the concentration of the scattering particles, and the para-
meter K is related to the size of the scattering particles. A larger
value of K indicates smaller size, with an upper bound of K ¼ 4

due to Rayleigh scattering. We deliberately chose the same opti-
cal properties as those used in our previous study to compare the
results and gain knowledge about the effects of realistic fiber NA
on the performance of quantifying tissue optical properties.30

The two tissue layers were assumed to have the same refractive
index of 1.4 and anisotropy factor g ¼ 0.9. The values of the
parameters used to calculate the optical properties of the normal
oral mucosa tissue model are listed in Table 1. The scattering
coefficient of the epithelium was based on ex vivomeasurements
of cervical tissue using reflectance confocal microscopy.10 The
values of μsðλÞ of the stroma were comparable to those obtained
from in vivo single-probe DRS measurements of oral mucosa.40

The μsðλÞ estimated by the previously published DRS method is
expected to represent mainly the stromal μsðλÞ because the DRS

method utilizes a homogeneous tissue model, and the probe
used is not designed to selectively detect epithelial μsðλÞ.

2.3 Scalable Monte Carlo (sMC) Method

An sMC algorithm has been developed to speed up obtaining
full spectra of spatially-resolved reflectance with the three
fiber configurations described in Sec. 2.1 and the tissue optical
properties described in Sec. 2.2. A detailed description of the
sMC method has been published.30 Briefly, the fundamental
concept is to use the results of a single baseline MC run for
(1) scaling the photon propagation length at each propagation
step by the ratio of total interaction coefficients between the
baseline tissue model and the tissue of interest, and (2) adjusting
the photon exit weight by a factor equal to the albedo of the
tissue of interest raised to the exponent of N where N is the
total number of photon-tissue interactions.41 In the baseline
MC simulation we used μa ¼ 0 cm−1, μs ¼ 200 cm−1, and
the Henyey-Greenstain phase function with the anisotropy fac-
tor g ¼ 0.9 in a 1 cm thick homogeneous (single-layered) tissue
model. The length-scaling and weight-adjusting procedure was
modified to be used in a two-layered tissue model following a
previously published method.42 To save computational time
photons undergoing more than 2000 interactions without exiting
the tissue surface were terminated since their contributions to
reflectance are negligible.

The previously reported sMC method30 was modified in
the current study tomodel theoblique fibergeometry andconsider
the NA of the source and detection fibers. For the perpendicular
fibers,eachphotonpacketwas launched inapropagationdirection
randomly selected within the illumination cone of the source
fiber determined by the fiber NA and refractive index. All photon
packets were launched at the origin, which coincides with the
center of the source fiber at the tissue surface to obtain an impulse
response of radially dependent reflectance. Only photons exiting
the tissue surface within the acceptance cone of the detection
fibers were recorded and used in subsequent scaling procedure.
Convolutionwas performed on the impulse response after scaling
toget thephotonweightdetectedbyeachdetection fiber following
a reported method.43 For simulating photon propagation through
obliquesourceanddetectionfibers,weadoptedthe rotationmatrix
method as proposed by Arifler et al.20 Each photon packet was
launched at a location randomly assigned within the contact
area of the source fiber and in an initial propagation direction
randomly selected within the illumination cone of the source
fiber determined by the fiber NA and refractive index. Then the
vector composed of direction cosines of the initial propagation
direction was rotated about the y-axis by an angle β using a
three-dimensional rotation matrix

Fig. 2 (a) Absorption coefficients, μaðλÞ, and (b) scattering coefficients,
μsðλÞ, of the two-layered tissue model representing normal oral
mucosa.

Table 1 Parameters used to establish the normal oral mucosa tissue
model.

Epithelium C Aa(cm−1) Ka Thickness (cm)

1 5,400 1 0.03

Stroma CHbðg∕lÞ StO2 Aa(cm−1) Ka

1 0.9 5,000 0.865

aValues are for wavelengths in nanometers.
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wherecx,cy, andczaredirectioncosinesof the initial propagation
direction and cx 0, cy 0, and cz 0 are direction cosines after rotation.
After refraction at the fiber/tissue interface according to Snell’s
law the incident photonpacket continues its randomwalk in tissue
as in conventional MC simulations. Only photons exiting the tis-
sue surfacewithin the acceptance coneof the detection fiberswere
recorded and used in the subsequent scaling procedure. To deter-
mine whether a photon packet leaving the tissue surface falls
within the acceptance cone of the oblique detection fibers, we
used a reverse procedure consisting of refraction at the fiber/tissue
interface followed by rotating the direction cosines vector by an
angle−β. After the scaling and weight-adjusting process, photon
packets exiting the tissue surface at locations within the contact
areas of the detection fibers were detected. Loss of photon energy
in both perpendicular and oblique fibers was not considered and
canbeaccounted forbyexperimental calibration. In themodel, the
tissue surfacewas assumed to be completely flat. This is generally
not the case in real tissue. Any space between irregular tissue sur-
face and the fiber facet can be filled with water to approximately
match the refractive indexof tissue. In the sMCmodelweassumed
the mismatch in refractive indices between tissue and water was
negligible so that refraction and reflection of photon propagation
direction at the tissue/fiber interface could be determined by inci-
dence angle and the refractive indices of the tissue and the fiber.

2.4 Sensitivity Analysis

To evaluate the sensitivity of the fiber-optic probe configurations
to optical properties of diagnostic relevance, we calculated the
percent change in reflectance, ΔR, detected by a detection fiber
due to a change in one of the optical coefficients in the two-
layered tissue model:

ΔR ¼ Rv − Ri

Ri
× 100%; (3)

where Ri is the reflectance from the normal oral mucosa model
whose optical coefficients are described in Sec. 2.2 and Rv is the
reflectance after one of the optical coefficients is varied. In addi-
tion, the mean path length that detected photon packets spend in
the stroma is expected to correlate positively with the influence
of stromal absorption on the detected reflectance. Given a com-
bination of wavelength, fiber geometry, and detection fiber SDS,
the path length of each detected photon packet in the stroma was
recorded. Since variable-weight photon packets were implemen-
ted in the sMC code, a weighted average of the path length in the
stroma was calculated as follows:

PL ¼
P

M
i¼1 Wi × PLiP

M
i¼1 Wi

; (4)

whereWi is the detected photon weight,M is the total number of
detected photon packets, PLi is the path length in the stroma of a
detected photon packet with index i.

2.5 sMC-Based Inverse Process

The inverse problem of extracting tissue absorption and scatter-
ing coefficients from spatially resolved reflectance spectra was

tackled by iteratively fitting input data with the results of for-
ward sMC simulation.30,44 We used a nonlinear least-squares
curve-fitting function provided in MATLAB (The MathWorks,
Inc.) and made a graphical user interface to automate the process
and facilitate parameter setting. The input data consisted of mul-
tiple-SDS reflectance spectra in the range of 400 to 800 nm with
an increment of 8 nm were preprocessed before they were fed
into the curve-fitting algorithm. A total of eight free parameters
were varied within specified upper and lower bounds to best fit
the input data. The free parameters include C, CHb, StO2, A of
the epithelium, K of the epithelium, A of the stroma, K of the
stroma, and thickness of the epithelial layer. Based on our
experience, the ranges over which the free parameters are
allowed to vary do not affect the fitting accuracy as long as
the ranges cover the correct values. The purpose of the prepro-
cessing step was to approximately equalize the influences of all
detection fibers on the fitting results.30 The reflectance spectrum
of the detection fiber nearest to the source fiber was taken as a
reference, and the reflectance spectra of the other detection
fibers were scaled so that the integrated reflectance of each
fiber within a wavelength range of 590 to 620 nm was equal
to that of the reference fiber. The same set of scaling factors
was applied to the results of sMC simulation during the iterative
curve-fitting process before the simulation results were com-
pared with the input data.

The input spatially resolved spectra data were generated by
the developed sMC code using optical properties described in
Secs. 2.1 and 2.2 with 5% random Gaussian noise added to
simulate experimental errors. For every fiber-optic probe condi-
tion tested, we generated five sets of input data with different
noise values. Each input data was fitted three times with a dif-
ferent set of initial values of the free parameters each time to
avoid converging to a local minimum. The resultant values of
the free parameters that yielded the smallest mean squared per-
centage error among the three fitting trials were chosen as the
solution to the inverse problem for the corresponding set of
input data.

3 Results

3.1 Validation and Computational Time of the
sMC Code

The sMC code, written in C++, was first validated with the
open-source MCML program45 on 200 sets of absorption and
scattering coefficients taking from the normal oral mucosa tissue
model described in Sec. 2.2. One million photons were launched
orthogonally to tissue surface at the origin and all photons leav-
ing the tissue surface were taken as detected. The detected
photon weights were binned into 10 consecutive annular
areas (the innermost area was a circle) and divided by 106 to
get spatially resolved reflectance. The width of each ring and
the radius of the innermost circle were 100 μm. The absolute
percentage error of the sMC results was 0.6� 0.44%, taking
the MCML results as true values. The computational efficiency
of the sMC code was also benchmarked with the MCML code.
On a desktop computer equipped with an Intel Core i5-760 CPU
(2.80 GHz), the baseline MC simulation using 107 photons took
125 s. The scaling and weight-adjusting procedure to obtain the
spatially resolved reflectance took 3.5 s per set of optical coef-
ficients. The computational time needed by the MCML code
on the same computer was on average 200 s per set of optical
coefficients.
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The capability of using the developed sMC code to calculate
reflectance measured by oblique fibers along the x-axis with a
rotation angle β ¼ 40 deg was validated by comparison with a
nonscalable MC code developed previously.20 The absolute per-
centage error was 3.4� 3.9% based on simulation results of 24
different combinations of optical properties and SDSs using 107

photons.

3.2 Influence of Changes in a Single Optical Property
to Reflectance

Changes in optical coefficients that have been shown to
accompany the progression of dysplasia, including higher scat-
tering in the epithelium, higher absorption in the stroma and
lower scattering in the stroma, were investigated individually.
As an example, Fig. 3 shows the effect of increasing the epithe-
lial scattering coefficient by 30% and 50% on reflectance spec-
tra. In both perpendicular and oblique fiber configurations, the
fibers with a shorter SDS showed more prominent increases in
reflectance intensity. By comparing Fig. 3(a) with Fig. 3(c) and
3(e) one observes that both the oblique fibers along the x-axis

and the y-axis were more sensitive to changes in the epithelial
scattering coefficient than the perpendicular fiber. All reflec-
tance spectra showed three dips around wavelengths of 414,
540, and 576 nm due to hemoglobin absorption in the stroma.
It can be seen that the oblique fibers showed shallower dips in
reflectance spectra at these wavelengths than the correspond-
ing perpendicular fibers, indicating a weaker dependence on
stromal absorption. This suggests that the proposed oblique
fibers are more sensitive to epithelial optical properties than
the perpendicular fibers.

To compare the signal intensity detected by the oblique fibers
with that detected by the perpendicular fibers, we calculated the
area under each reflectance spectrum detected by the three fiber
configurations from the normal oral mucosa model. The areas
obtained from the oblique fibers were then normalized to the
areas obtained from the perpendicular fiber at the same SDS
to get a relative intensity. The oblique fibers along the x-axis
showed relative intensities of 0.85 at SDS1 and 0.67 at
SDS3. The oblique fibers along the y-axis showed relative inten-
sities of 0.74 at SDS1 and 0.71 at SDS3.

Although the full spectrum results provide a comprehensive
description of the influence of changing tissue optical proper-
ties, analysis of the changes in reflectance at a few wavelengths
is sufficient to give a concise summary of a fiber’s sensitivity
and facilitate quantitative comparison between different fiber
configurations. Three wavelengths including 414, 480, and
700 nm were selected to cover the range of absorption and scat-
tering coefficients within the wavelength range of interest. The
first one, 414 nm, has the highest absorption coefficient due to
oxygenated hemoglobin in the stroma. The latter two wave-
lengths have relatively low hemoglobin absorption, one with
relatively high scattering (480 nm) and the other with relatively
low scattering (700 nm).

Figure 4 shows ΔR of the three fiber configurations caused
by changes of epithelial scattering coefficient Δμsepi, changes
of stromal absorption coefficient Δμastr, and changes of stromal
scattering coefficient Δμsstr, over the range between −50% and
100%. The slope of each curve in Fig. 4 represents the sensi-
tivity of the corresponding fiber to the optical coefficient varied
at the specified wavelength. Results of changing epithelial scat-
tering coefficients are shown in Fig. 4(a)–4(e). Since the sensi-
tivity to the epithelial scattering is higher with a shorter SDS, the
results for SDS1 are shown in Fig. 4(a)–(c) and revealed that the
oblique fibers have much higherΔR than the perpendicular fiber
at wavelengths of 480 and 700 nm but not at the hemoglobin
absorption peak wavelength of 414 nm. Comparing the optical
properties between 414 and 480 nm wavelengths shows that the
scattering coefficients of both layers only change by about 13%
from 414 nm to wavelength 480 nm, and the stromal absorption
coefficient changes by 95% over the same wavelength range.
Therefore, the highΔR values detected by the fibers at the wave-
length of 414 nm were suspected to be caused by strong hemo-
globin absorption in the stroma in addition to increased
epithelial scattering. The effect of coupled influence of
absorption and scattering on ΔR is illustrated and discussed
in Sec. 3.3. Significant ΔR values obtained with SDS2 and
SDS3 were only present at the hemoglobin absorption peak
wavelength of 414 nm and the data are shown in Fig. 4(d) and
4(e). The oblique fibers arranged along the y-axis demonstrated
ΔR values similar to those of the perpendicular fibers and higher
than those of the oblique fibers arranged along the x-axis. For
other combinations of SDS and wavelength the ΔR values were

Fig. 3 Reflectance spectra of the normal oral mucosa model (μs of
epithelium ×1) detected by (a)(b) the perpendicular fibers, (c) and (d)
the oblique fibers along the x-axis, and (e) and (f) the oblique fibers
along the y-axis. Effects of increasing the epithelial μsðλÞ by 30%
and 50% on reflectance spectra are shown for comparison. (a), (c),
and (e) are for fibers with the shortest SDS (SDS1) and (b), (d), and
(f) are for fibers with the largest SDS (SDS3) investigated.
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within 20% and −10% in response to Δμsepi values over the
range between −50% and 100%.

The ΔR values resulting from changes of the stromal absorp-
tion coefficient at 414 nm are shown in Fig. 4(f)–4(h). The
results from other wavelengths showed similar trend but
lower magnitudes than the results from 414 nm (data not
shown). As seen in Fig. 4(f)–4(h) there is a clear trend of higher
sensitivity to stromal absorption with an increased SDS. This is
expected because the major source of absorption is hemoglobin
in the stromal layer and increasing the SDS generally increases

the probing depth. It can be seen that the two oblique fiber con-
figurations show lower sensitivity to stromal absorption than the
perpendicular fibers.

The results of ΔR due to Δμsstr are only presented for SDS1
at the three selected wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 4(i)–4(k).
The ΔR versus Δμsstr curves for SDS2 were very similar to
those shown in Fig. 4(i)–4(k) and the results for SDS3 were
about 30% to 50% lower than those shown. Both oblique fibers
showed lower sensitivity to the stromal μsðλÞ than the perpen-
dicular fibers.

Fig. 4 Comparison of the percent change in reflectance (ΔR) of the three fiber-probe configurations shown in Fig. 1(b)–1(d) in response to (a)–(e)
changes of epithelial scattering coefficient ðΔμsepiÞ, (f)–(h) changes of stromal absorption coefficient ðΔμa strÞ, and (i)–(k) changes of stromal scattering
coefficient ðΔμs strÞ.
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3.3 Coupled Influence of Scattering and Absorption
on Sensitivity to Epithelial Scattering

To investigate the suspected influence of strong hemoglobin
absorption on ΔR as shown in Fig. 4(a), 4(d), and 4(e), we com-
pared the sensitivity of the three fiber configurations to epithelial
scattering by varying CHb and keeping the other optical proper-
ties the same. Let Δμsepi be the percent change in epithelial
scattering coefficient. Figure 5 shows ΔR∕Δμsepi versus CHb

within the range between 0 and 1 g∕l for SDS1 of the three
fiber configurations. Positive correlations between ΔR∕Δμsepi
and CHb are seen in the results of all three fiber configurations.
The ΔR∕Δμsepi values obtained without hemoglobin absorp-
tion (i.e., CHb ¼ 0) could be used to represent the sensitivity
of the fibers to epithelial scattering alone. It can be seen
from Fig. 5 that the sensitivities of the oblique fibers at
SDS1 to epithelial scattering were much higher than that of
the perpendicular fiber at SDS1. The influence of hemoglobin
absorption can be estimated by the difference in ΔR∕Δμsepi
between CHb ¼ 0 and CHb ¼ 1 g∕l. The ΔR∕Δμsepi of the per-
pendicular fiber was reduced by 84% when CHb was changed
from 1 g∕l to 0 g∕l. The fraction of reduction in ΔR∕Δμsepi
was 58% and 52% for the fiber along the x-axis and the
fiber along the y-axis, respectively. Therefore, influence of
hemoglobin absorption on ΔR∕Δμsepi is higher with the per-
pendicular fiber than with the oblique fibers at SDS1. At longer
SDSs (SDS2 and SDS3) the perpendicular fibers and the oblique
fibers along the y-axis showed higher correlation between
ΔR∕Δμsepi and CHb than the oblique fibers along the x-axis,
indicating stronger influences of hemoglobin absorption on
ΔR∕Δμsepi (data not shown). This result agrees with the
high ΔR∕Δμsepi values obtained with these two fiber config-
urations at SDS2 and SDS3, as shown in Fig. 4(d) and 4(e).
Combining the results shown in Fig. 4(d) and 4(e) with the
finding of a strong influence of hemoglobin absorption on
ΔR∕Δμsepi, it is suggested that the oblique fibers along the
y-axis are more sensitive to hemoglobin absorption than the
oblique fibers along the x-axis.

3.4 Quantification of Optical Properties Using the
sMC-Based Inverse Process

We quantified μaðλÞ, μsðλÞ and epithelial thickness of the two-
layered normal oral mucosa model by the sMC-based inverse
process to provide the most rigorous test of the sensitivity of
different fiber configurations to epithelial and stromal optical
properties. Various parameters of the fiber probes including
fiber NA and rotation angle β were first tested to find out the
optimum condition for extracting the optical properties from
the normal oral mucosa model, and the results are summarized
in Table 2. Accuracy of extracted μsðλÞ of both tissue layers and
μaðλÞ of the epithelium was quantified by the root mean squared
percentage error (RMSPE) calculated over the 51 wavelengths
used in the inverse process. The RMSPEs of extracted stromal
μaðλÞ were calculated over a wavelength range of 400 to 600 nm
to exclude wavelengths above 600 nm where hemoglobin
absorption coefficient is negligible.44 Initially the rotation
angle β was set to 40 deg. For both fiber NAs of 0.4 and
0.6, the oblique fibers arranged along the x-axis [Fig. 1(c)]
resulted in much lower RMSPEs in extracted epithelial μsðλÞ
than the perpendicular fibers [Fig. 1(b)]. The RMSPEs in
extracted stromal μaðλÞ and μsðλÞ obtained with the oblique
fibers were slightly higher than those with the perpendicular
fibers due to a lower sensitivity to the stromal optical properties.
When the fiber NA was reduced from 0.6 to 0.4, the average
RMSPEs in extracted epithelial μsðλÞ with both the oblique
fibers along the x-axis and the perpendicular fibers increased
significantly while the RMSPEs in extracted stromal properties
remained similar. To further improve the accuracy of extracting
epithelial μsðλÞ by the oblique fibers with NA ¼ 0.4, we
increased the rotation angle to 46 deg, which is the maximum
rotation angle allowed without total internal reflection of inci-
dent photons at the fiber/tissue interface. The NA of 0.4 was
chosen to match the NA of a fiber bundle currently used to con-
struct an experimental instrument for the proposed method. The
RMSPE in extracted epithelial μsðλÞ indeed improved from
6.4� 3.4% to 1.2� 0.8%, however, at the expense of increased
RMSPE in extracted stromal μaðλÞ from 10.3� 2.5% to
18.0� 11.4%. As suggested by the ΔR results shown in
Fig. 4(d) and 4(e), we examined the performance of combining
the oblique fibers along the x-axis [Fig. 1(c)] and the oblique
fibers along the y-axis [Fig. 1(d)]. Compared with using only
the oblique fibers along the x-axis, using combined oblique
fibers improved the RMSPE in extracted stromal μaðλÞ to 6.5�
2.0% in the case of fiber NA ¼ 0.4 and rotation angle ¼
46 deg. Surprisingly, the RMSPE in extracted epithelial
μaðλÞ was also significantly improved from 11.4� 7.2%
to 2.9� 1.9%.

To test the performance of the proposed method on tissues
with various optical properties, we chose a fiber NA of 0.4 and a
rotation angle β ¼ 46 deg in the combined oblique fiber con-
figuration based on the results shown in Table 2. The same fiber
NA of 0.4 was used for the perpendicular fiber configuration for
comparison. We performed two sets of tests in which either
epithelial thickness or CHb was varied to generate the input
data while the rest of the parameters were the same as those
described in Sec. 2.2. In the first set of tests the thickness of
the epithelial layer was varied to be 200, 400, or 500 μm to
cover the typical range of thickness of stratified squamous
epithelium. The thickness of the epithelium has been found
to be not correlated with cervical dysplasia.17 In the second
set of tests, CHb was varied to be 0.5, 2, and 3 g∕l. DRS-

Fig. 5 Sensitivity of the three fiber probe configurations to epithelial
scattering coefficient under the influence of different hemoglobin
concentrations in the stroma. Data were obtained for detection
fibers nearest to the source fiber (SDS1) at the wavelength of
414 nm.
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based in vivo studies have reported values of CHb in the range of
1 to 3 g∕l for normal oral mucosa40 and CHb values of 0.6 and
1.2 g∕l for normal tissue and high-grade dysplasia of the cervix,
respectively.13 Table 3 compares the accuracy of extracted μaðλÞ,
μsðλÞ and epithelial thickness by the perpendicular fiber config-
uration and the oblique fiber configuration combining detection
fibers along the x-axis and y-axis. In both tests on varied epithe-
lial thickness and CHb, the combined oblique fibers showed
lower errors in all the optical properties. In particular, the
RMSPEs of extracted epithelial μsðλÞ using the oblique fibers
were at least ten times smaller than those using the perpendicular
fibers. In the case of perpendicular fibers, the RMSREs of
extracted epithelial μsðλÞ and epithelial thickness decreased
with an increasing epithelial thickness, which is expected and
agrees with theoretical prediction of a prior study.29 As
shown in Table 3 the combined oblique fiber configuration
achieved consistently lower errors than the perpendicular
fiber configuration over the ranges of epithelial thickness and
CHb tested, indicating excellent performance of the proposed
fiber configuration on quantification of the epithelial thickness
and optical properties of two-layered normal oral mucosa
model. On average, the RMSPE of extracted epithelial μsðλÞ
was 1.5% using the combined oblique fiber configuration, com-
pared to 32% using the perpendicular fiber configuration.

4 Discussion and Conclusions
The significant reduction in RMSPE of extracted epithelial μsðλÞ
using the proposed fiber configuration is a direct proof that the
proposed oblique fiber configuration has higher sensitivity to
epithelial scattering than the conventional perpendicular fiber
configuration. Evidence of enhanced sensitivity with the oblique
fibers can be seen in higher ΔR∕Δμsepi of SDS1 fibers at wave-
lengths of 480 and 700 nm, as shown in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c). Inter-
estingly, the ΔR versus Δμsepi curves are parabola-like, i.e.,ΔR
first decreases and then increases as Δμsepi is varied from
−100% to 100%. Fig. 4(c) shows that the minimum of the
ΔR versus Δμsepi curve for the perpendicular SDS1 fiber at
700 nm wavelength is near the Δμsepi ¼ 0 point which corre-
sponds to the epithelial scattering coefficient of the normal oral
mucosa model at 700 nm. At a shorter wavelength of 480 nm the

ΔR versus Δμsepi curve shifts slightly leftward. The
ΔR∕Δμsepi values of the perpendicular SDS1 fiber at
480 nm and 700 nm are relatively low since ΔR change
smoothly around the minima of the ΔR versus Δμsepi curves.
From Fig. 4(b) and 4(c) it can be seen that the minima of the
ΔR∕Δμsepi curves for the oblique fibers are located around
Δμsepi ¼ −50% point on the abscissa and the ΔR∕Δμsepi
values are significantly enhanced around the Δμsepi ¼ 0
point. To investigate possible mechanism of the enhanced sen-
sitivity, we need to understand the origin of the parabola-shaped
ΔR versusΔμsepi curves. An intuitive explanation is as follows.
When scattering and absorption of a top epithelial layer are
weak, the epithelial layer is essentially transparent and the
highly scattering stromal layer acts as a diffuse reflector. As
epithelial scattering gets higher, both the incident photons
and the photons originally detected by a detection fiber diverge
more quickly in the epithelium, expanding the photon distribu-
tion more widely and shifting the photon distribution toward the
tissue surface. As a result, the strength of reflectance detected by
the detection fiber is reduced. When epithelial scattering keeps
increasing, eventually the gain in detected photons that have
been scattered in the epithelium outweighs the loss in detected
photons that are remitted from the stroma. Wang et al. reported a
similar trend of decreased reflectance with an increase in epithe-
lial scattering in a perpendicular fiber configuration.19 To get an
insight into the effect of fiber geometry on photon distribution in
tissue, two-dimensional fluence rates for photons detected by
SDS1 fibers at 414 nm are shown in Fig. 6. The oblique fibers
effectively tilted the photon distribution and increased the con-
tribution of the epithelial layer to detected reflectance as com-
pared to the perpendicular fiber. Distributions of the fluence rate
along the depth z for photons detected by the three SDS1 fibers
are shown in Fig. 7. For each fiber configuration average fluence
rates were calculated in grids with a dimension of 2 mm×
2 mm × 0.02 mm and the depth-dependent fluence rate was nor-
malized to the sum of the fluence rates from all depths to
facilitate comparison of the contribution of different depths.
Both oblique fibers showed higher contribution to detected
reflectance from the epithelial region than the perpendicular
fiber. The oblique fiber along the y-axis showed slightly higher
contribution from the region beneath the epithelium/stroma

Table 2 Accuracy of the sMC-based inverse process to quantify optical properties of the normal oral mucosa model under various fiber conditions.
Root mean squared percentage error (RMSPE) of the extracted optical coefficients of the epithelium and the stroma and absolute percentage error of the
extracted epithelial thickness are shown. The means and standard deviations were calculated over the results of five sets of input data with different 5%
random Gaussian noise.

Fiber conditions RMSPE (%) Error (%)

NA Probe Geometry Rotation angle μaðλÞ epithelium μsðλÞ epithelium μaðλÞ stroma μsðλÞ stroma Epithelial thickness

0.6 Fig. 1(b) 0 deg 11.7� 3.7 22.6� 16.6 9.9� 5.0 1.3� 0.7 5.5� 1.3

Fig. 1(c) 40 deg 3.0� 3.0 1.6� 0.8 7.9� 5.6 2.6� 2.6 5.4� 4.5

Fig. 1(c)+1(d) 40 deg 3.8� 2.6 2.9� 2.9 6.2� 3.8 0.6� 0.5 0.8� 0.65

0.4 Fig. 1(b) 0 deg 11.1� 8.2 32.1� 7.4 7.1� 3.3 1.5� 1.6 15.7� 4.5

Fig. 1(c) 40 deg 10.2� 4.1 6.4� 3.4 10.3� 2.5 2.4� 1.4 4.1� 2.9

Fig. 1(c) 46 deg 11.4� 7.2 1.2� 0.8 18.0� 11.4 1.2� 1.0 3.7� 3.0

Fig. 1(c)+1(d) 46 deg 2.9� 1.9 1.0� 1.0 6.5� 2.0 0.9� 0.3 2.6� 1.2
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interface than the oblique fiber along the x-axis. Since the obli-
que fibers facilitate the detection of photons with shallower
penetration depth, relatively lower epithelial scattering is needed
to achieve a net positive effect of Δμsepi on ΔR. The significant
leftward shift of the ΔR versus Δμsepi curve by the oblique
fibers can thus be correlated with higher sensitivity to epithelial
scattering.

In addition to the higher ΔR∕Δμsepi of the oblique fibers at
SDS1 and wavelengths of 480 and 700 nm as shown in Fig. 4(b)
and 4(c), the ΔR∕Δμsepi of the oblique fibers at SDS1 and the
wavelength of 414 nm may also contribute significantly to
enhanced sensitivity of the oblique fibers to epithelial scattering,
as suggested by results shown in Fig. 5. To decouple the strong
influence of hemoglobin absorption on the apparentΔR∕Δμsepi
we purposely reduced CHb from 1 g∕l to 0 g∕l. Reducing CHb to
0 g∕l may seem drastic, but the influence to spatial distribution
of photon is small. This is because the scattering coefficient of

the stroma is 15 times higher than the absorption coefficient at
414 nm, and removing hemoglobin only changes the total inter-
action coefficient of the stroma by 6%. Using the concept of
the sMC method, one can predict that only photon path length
in the stroma is extended by 7%, which would cause negligible
effect on the number of photons detected. It is the weight of
the detected photons that is majorly influenced by changing
CHb. Therefore, the ΔR∕Δμsepi values obtained without
hemoglobin absorption provide a good approximation of
the sensitivity to epithelial scattering alone. Taking the results
of the sensitivity analysis together, it is observed that the
sensitivity of the oblique fibers to epithelial scattering is higher
at a shorter wavelength due to a higher epithelial scattering
coefficient.

To help understand the origin of the observed strong influ-
ence of hemoglobin absorption on detected reflectance intensity
we plotted the average path length in the stroma PL against

Table 3 Accuracy of the sMC-based inverse process to quantify optical properties of the normal oral mucosa model using fiber NA ¼ 0.4 and rotation
angle β ¼ 46 deg in the oblique fiber configuration. Root mean squared percentage error (RMSPE) of the extracted optical coefficients of the epithelium
and the stroma and absolute percentage error of the extracted epithelial thickness are shown for various epithelial thicknesses and hemoglobin con-
centrations. The means and standard deviations were calculated over the results of five sets of input data with different 5% random Gaussian noise.

RMSPE (%) Error (%)

Probe geometry Epithelial thickness (cm) μaðλÞ epithelium μsðλÞ epithelium μaðλÞ stroma μsðλÞ stroma Epithelial thickness

Fig. 1(c)+1(d) 0.02 3.8� 2.9 5.3� 6.0 4.9� 3.2 1.8� 1.0 5.0� 3.4

0.03 2.9� 1.9 1.0� 1.0 6.5� 2.0 0.9� 0.3 2.6� 1.2

0.04 1.5� 1.0 0.5� 0.5 6.2� 4.7 0.9� 1.0 2.3� 1.2

0.05 3.9� 2.8 0.5� 0.3 9.8� 5.4 1.4� 1.3 0.9� 0.9

average 3.0 1.9 6.9 1.3 2.7

Fig. 1(b) 0.02 20.4� 5.6 58.2� 8.1 10.9� 3.5 1.9� 1.1 51.0� 9.9

0.03 11.0� 8.1 32.1� 7.3 7.1� 3.3 1.5� 1.6 15.7� 4.5

0.04 12.7� 7.5 30.2� 9.5 18.9� 9.1 1.5� 1.4 9.8� 6.6

0.05 21.9� 8.9 15.9� 13.8 10.2� 6.9 1.9� 0.9 10.3� 3.5

average 16.5 34.1 11.8 1.7 21.7

CHbðg∕lÞ

Fig. 1(c)+1(d) 0.5 1.5� 0.3 0.8� 0.7 5.2� 3.0 0.8� 0.5 2.0� 2.6

1 2.9� 1.9 1.0� 1.0 6.5� 2.0 0.9� 0.3 2.6� 1.2

2 4.6� 2.4 2.0� 2.7 6.1� 2.9 0.6� 0.3 2.0� 2.2

3 2.3� 2.2 1.0� 0.8 4.5� 3.0 1.0� 0.8 2.7� 1.0

average 2.8 1.2 5.6 0.8 2.3

Fig. 1(b) 0.5 15.3� 10.2 36.5� 19.0 12.1� 5.0 1.5� 1.4 13.8� 3.4

1 11.0� 8.1 32.1� 7.3 7.1� 3.3 1.5� 1.6 15.7� 4.5

2 15.5� 12.3 25.6� 7.0 7.3� 3.9 1.9� 0.4 17.2� 6.8

3 27.8� 11.1 24.6� 5.6 5.1� 1.3 1.1� 0.8 18.4� 5.1

average 17.4 29.7 7.8 1.5 16.3
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Δμsepi in Fig. 8. Data shown are for SDS1 fibers at 414 nm
wavelength. Once again the concept of the sMC method can
facilitate the explanation of the trend of decreasing stromal
path length with an increased epithelial scattering coefficient.
When the epithelial scattering coefficient is increased, the
photon path length in the epithelium decreases. All photons
that ever penetrate into the stroma experience a reduction in stro-
mal path length, which results in a decrease of the average path
length in the stroma as shown in Fig. 8. The detected reflectance
intensity is then expected to increase. The opposite effect of

decreased reflectance happens when the epithelial scattering
coefficient is reduced. In sum, strong stromal absorption at
414 nm causes the ΔR curves to move upward when Δμsepi
is positive and move downward when Δμsepi is negative. Simu-
lation results shown in Fig. 4(a) agree with this prediction. In
addition, results shown in Fig. 5 and described in Sec. 3.3 sug-
gested that the apparentΔR∕Δμsepi of the perpendicular fiber at
SDS1 depends more heavily on hemoglobin absorption than
those of the oblique fibers at SDS1. The higher dependence
of the perpendicular fiber on hemoglobin absorption can be
attributed to a higher fraction of photons distributed in the
stroma as shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows that the PL of
the perpendicular fiber is much larger than those of the oblique
fibers, strongly supporting the finding that ΔR∕Δμsepi obtained
with the perpendicular SDS1 fiber shows much higher depen-
dence on hemoglobin absorption than those obtained with the
oblique SDS1 fibers.

The above discussions on sensitivity are based on results
from the normal oral mucosa model used in this study. Sensi-
tivity of a fiber-optic probe configuration strongly depends on
optical properties of the tissue under consideration. Further opti-
mization of the probe design requires more experimental data on
quantifying the optical properties of epithelium and stroma.
Furthermore, because during development of dysplasia the opti-
cal properties of the epithelium and the stroma are expected to
change concurrently, assessing the sensitivity of a fiber-optic
probe by varying one optical coefficient at a time is insufficient
to completely evaluate the ability of the probe to detect dysplas-
tic changes in stratified squamous epithelium. For example, the
progression of dysplasia is expected to increase epithelial

Fig. 6 Two dimensional fluence rate distributions of photons detected by the SDS1 fibers at 414 nm in (a) the perpendicular fibers configuration, (b) the
oblique fibers along the x-axis configuration, and (c)(d) the oblique fibers along the y-axis configuration. The vertical dotted black lines in (d) indicate
the range of x from which the fluence rate shown in (c) was calculated. The horizontal red lines indicate the boundary between the epithelium and the
stroma.

Fig. 7 Fluence rate distribution of detected photons along the depth z.
The curves were normalized so that the area under each curve is one.
The vertical dashed line labels the boundary between the epithelium
and the stroma.
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scattering and reduce stromal scattering. While the oblique
fibers with the shortest SDS demonstrated increased sensitivity
to epithelial scattering and decreased sensitivity to stromal scat-
tering compared with the perpendicular fibers, changes in the
epithelial and stromal scattering coefficients have been shown
to have opposing effects on measured reflectance intensity. A
statistical approach has been proposed to analyze the influences
of concurrent changes in optical properties on spatially resolved
diffuse reflectance in a homogeneous tissue model.46 It is pos-
sible to adopt a similar statistical approach to a two-layered tis-
sue model, provided that more quantitative information about
the optical properties of the epithelium and the stroma is
available.

Several configurations of oblique fibers have been analyzed
numerically19,20,23,47 and demonstrated experimentally31,48 to
selectively detect epithelial scattering. The configuration
shown in Fig. 1(a) or similar ones with only one fiber tilted
is expected to have higher sensitivity to epithelium than the pro-
posed fiber configuration because the overlap between the illu-
mination and collection cones can be more confined to the
epithelial layer. However, miniaturization of this type of
probe for in vivo endoscopic measurements is difficult due to
the limitation imposed by the long-term bending radius of
the fibers.31 In addition, as demonstrated in our previous
study using multiple detection locations enables collection of
spatial distribution of reflectance and improves accuracy of
quantifying optical properties of two-layered tissue. Adding
more fibers to the probe increases complexity and cost of the
probe. Wang et al. has evaluated both numerically and experi-
mentally a modified oblique fiber configuration in which the
illumination fiber is perpendicular to tissue surface and only
the detection fiber is tilted.19,47,48 Application of this type of
probe is also limited by the size of the probe. In addition to
enhanced sensitivity, the reflectance intensity has been shown
to be doubled by a detection fiber that is tilted by 40 deg
and located at SDSs comparable to those used in the current
study.19 On the other hand, the reflectance intensity detected
by the proposed oblique fibers, shown in Sec. 3.2, is at least
two-thirds of that detected by the perpendicular fibers. The rela-
tively lower reflectance of the proposed probe can be compen-
sated for by increasing the exposure time during data
acquisition. This would not significantly affect the total data

acquisition time since in vivo diffuse reflectance spectrum
can be acquired within a fraction of a second using conventional
perpendicular fibers. The major advantage of our proposed
probe shown in Fig. 1(c) and 1(d) compared with probes
based on the configuration shown in Fig. 1(a) is that it can
be easily made by polishing imaging fiber bundles, which
are commercially available with size compatible to endoscopes.
The oblique orientation of the proposed probe with respect to
tissue surface is well-suited for measuring the inner surface
of the gastrointestinal tract, such as the esophagus, colon,
and rectum. In these applications the proposed probe is inserted
through the instrument channel of an endoscope and the distal
end of the endoscope is tilted so that the end surface of the probe
is in contact and level with the tissue surface. In addition to
endoscopic applications, the proposed probe is expected to
be able to access most locations of the oral mucosa. For mea-
suring the ectocervix of the uterine, the proposed probe design
may have difficulty miniaturizing because the probe body has to
be tilted relative to the normal axis of the tissue surface. How-
ever, in this case miniaturization is not necessary since probes
with a diameter larger than a centimeter have been used for spec-
troscopic measurements on the ectocervix.

Since the same sMC code was used to generate the input data
and served as the forward model in the iterative curve-fitting
process, it is necessary to experimentally validate the perfor-
mance of the proposed method on two-layered tissue phantoms,
which is ongoing in our laboratory. We note that the accuracy of
the proposed method to quantify optical properties of layered
tissues highly depends on the accuracy of the assumed spectral
dependence of the absorption and scattering coefficients.
Further development of the proposed method requires acquisi-
tion of in vivo data to verify the suitability of these assumptions
and provide guidance on modifications to the assumptions.
Regardless of the accuracy of the assumptions, the smaller
means and standard deviations of RMSPE in extracted epithelial
μsðλÞ is a direct proof that the sensitivity to epithelial scattering
coefficient is improved by the proposed oblique fiber bun-
dle probe.

In conclusion, the results of this theoretical investigation sug-
gest that the oblique fiber configurations shown in Fig. 1(c) and
1(d) are more sensitive to epithelial scattering and less sensitive
to stromal scattering and absorption coefficients than the con-
ventional perpendicular fiber configuration. Combining the
oblique fibers along the x-axis with those along the y-axis
has yielded the best performance in quantifying the absorption
and scattering coefficients and thickness of the epithelium in a
normal oral mucosa tissue model. Based on tests on tissue mod-
els with various epithelial thicknesses and hemoglobin concen-
trations, using the combined oblique fiber configuration
improved the average RMSPE of extracted epithelial μsðλÞ
from 32% to 1.5%, as compared with using the conventional
perpendicular fiber configuration. The errors in quantifying
the other optical coefficients and the epithelial thickness were
all below 10%. In comparison to tilted fibers shown in Fig. 1(a),
the proposed oblique fiber bundle probe is easier to make and
miniaturize, making it particularly suitable for endoscopic appli-
cations. Although the reflectance intensity measured with the
proposed probe is expected to be several times lower than
that measured with fibers similar to those shown in Fig. 1(a),
the signal-to-noise ratio could be improved by increasing the
exposure time. The sensitivity of the proposed probe to epithe-
lial scattering is sufficiently high to allow accurate estimations

Fig. 8 Dependence of the average stromal path length of detected
photons on changes in epithelial scattering coefficient. Data were
shown for photons detected by the SDS1 fibers in the three investigated
fiber configurations at the wavelength of 414 nm.
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of the epithelial thickness and scattering coefficient in tissue
models with a wide range of optical properties. Our approach
of using the proposed oblique fiber bundle probe and simulta-
neously analyzing the spatio-spectral reflectance information
provides a viable option to improve noninvasive detection of
dysplasia and early cancer in stratified squamous epithelium.
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